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Molecular dynamics study of melting of the bcc metal vanadium. II. Thermodynamic melting

V. Sorkin,* E. Polturak, and Joan Adler
Physics Department, Technion–Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 32000, Israel

~Received 8 May 2003; published 3 November 2003!

We present molecular dynamics simulations of the thermodynamic melting transition of a bcc metal, vana-
dium, using the Finnis-Sinclair potential. Our motivation was to answer the question whether premelting
phenomena, extensively studied for fcc metals, are also present in bcc metals. We studied the structural,
transport, and energetic properties of slabs made of 27 atomic layers with a free surface. We investigated
premelting phenomena at the low-index surfaces of vanadium, V~111!, V~001!, and V~011!, finding that as the
temperature increases, the V~111! surface disorders first, then the V~100! surface, while the V~110! surface
remains stable up to the melting temperature. Also, as the temperature increases, the disorder spreads from the
surface layer into the bulk, establishing a thin quasiliquid film in the surface region. We conclude that the
hierarchy of premelting phenomena is inversely proportional to the surface atomic density, being most pro-
nounced for the V~111! surface which has the lowest surface density.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.174103 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Dv, 68.35.Bs, 68.35.Rh
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I. INTRODUCTION

Theories of melting1,2,4 can be separated into two classe
The first one describes themechanical meltingof a homoge-
neous solid resulting from lattice instability5–7 and/or the
spontaneous generation of thermal defects.8–11 The second
class treats thethermodynamic meltingof heterogeneous sol
ids, which begins at extrinsic defects such as a free surfac
an internal interface~grain boundaries, voids, etc.!.3,12–18

Both types of melting have been studied extensively for
case of fcc metals. In order to determine whether the mec
nism of homogeneous melting differs if the lattice symme
is changed, in our first paper,19 we extended these studies
a bcc metal, vanadium. We used molecular dynamics si
lations to study the mechanical melting transition in a b
system and found that the melting transition occurs u
formly throughout the solid at the melting point. The she
elastic instability leading to this melting of vanadium o
curred once the molar volume reached a critical val
whether reached by heating the solid or by adding defect
a constant temperature.19 The temperature at which the me
chanical melting transition takes place in our model isTs
52500610 K, which is above the melting temperature me
sured experimentally,Tm52183 K. Thus, the mechanica
melting transition can be observed only if melting at surfa
is artificially suppressed, since in the laboratory it is p
empted by the thermodynamic melting transition which b
gins at a free surface. This paper is devoted to a compar
of the thermodynamic melting of bcc metals which were n
previously investigated, with fcc metals which were exte
sively researched both theoretically and experimentally.

Theoretical aspects of melting beginning at the surf
have been studied by phenomenological theories,15,20–22

lattice-gas models,16 and density functional theory.23 Micro-
scopic descriptions of static and dynamic properties of m
ing phenomena beginning at a surface emerged from c
puter simulations which employ many-body interacti
potentials derived from the effective-medium24–26 and
embedded-atom theories,17,27–30 as well as pairwise inter
atomic interactions in the form of Lennard-Jon
0163-1829/2003/68~17!/174103~9!/$20.00 68 1741
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potentials.31,32 Melting at the surface is anisotropic, meanin
that certain surfaces of fcc metals@Pb~110!, Al~110!# exhibit
premelting,15 while this phenomenon is not observed f
close-packed surfaces@Pb~111!, Al~111!#. Theoretical aspects
of this anisotropy were discussed by Trayanov and Tosat16

This paper is organized as follows: details of the mole
lar dynamics simulations are presented in Sec. II. Section
contains most of the results of this study, including the th
modynamic melting temperature and several structural, e
getic, and transport properties of the surface. Finally, in S
IV, we summarize our results.

II. SIMULATION DETAILS

We model the melting of vanadium with a free surfa
using molecular dynamics~MD! simulations33,34 in a canoni-
cal ensemble. The many-body interaction potential used
this study was developed by Finnis and Sinclair35 ~FS!. The
computational aspects of the algorithm are described in
tail in our previous article.19

Ideally, a crystal with a surface is a semi-infinite syste
We modeled this system as a thick slab. This slab is show
Fig. 1. The bottom 3 atomic layers have the positions
atoms fixed in order to mimic the effect of the presence
the infinite bulk of the crystal. Due to the relatively sho
range of the repulsive part of the modified FS potential
fixed layers are sufficient to represent the static substrate
top of those 3 layers there are 24 layers in which the ato
are free to move. We have also used samples with 17 an
free layers. We found that the surface properties discusse
the following were less sensitive to the substrate as the n
ber of free layers increased. With 24 layers, the influence
the substrate was within the noise of the simulations. P
odic boundary conditions are used along the in-plane (x and
y) directions, while the top boundary of the slab, along thz
direction, is free. In Fig. 1 we show a sample where t
temperature is high enough (T52100 K) so that the layers
near the free surface are already disordered.

Three different samples with various low-index surfac
were constructed: V~001!, V~011!, and V~111!, whose sur-
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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V. SORKIN, E. POLTURAK, AND JOAN ADLER PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 174103 ~2003!
face layers are shown in Fig. 2. The V~001! and V~111!
samples contain 2700 atoms, initially arranged as a per
bcc crystal of 10310327 unit cells~100 atoms in a layer!.
The V~011! sample contains 2646 atoms arranged as 737
327 unit cells~98 atoms in a layer!.

Each simulation starts from a low-temperature solid. T
lattice constant of the frozen layers is assigned a value
propriate to the bulk.19 As the temperature is raised, th
value is adjusted to reflect thermal expansion as obta
from bulk simulations.19 We found that;105 integration
time steps were sufficient in order to reach thermal equi
rium after a temperature change~a time stepdt51.05
310215 s). An equilibrium state is considered to b
achieved when there is no significant temporal variation~be-
yond the statistical fluctuations! of the total energy, layer
occupation number, structure order parameters, self diffu
coefficients, and a uniform profile of kinetic temperatu
across the sample is observed. Thereafter the various s
tural and transport properties of the system are calcula
accumulated, and averaged over a long period of 107 MD
steps. Throughout this study, interactive visualization~the
AVIZ program36! was implemented to observe sample dis
der and layer mixing~see Fig. 1!. A discussion of this visu-
alization can be found in Ref. 37.

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Geometry of the sample V~001! surface.

FIG. 2. Geometry of the low-index faces of vanadium~top
view!. The drawings are to scale.
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III. PREMELTING EFFECTS ON SURFACES

A. Thermodynamic melting temperature

In order to investigate the phenomenon of surface dis
der and premelting, we first determined the thermodyna
melting pointTm of vanadium described by the modified F
potential.Tm was obtained by means of the method propos
by Lutskoet al.38 In this method one raises the temperatu
of the solid abruptly toT0, well aboveTm , and creates a
solid-melt interface. The interface propagates from the s
face inward. The value ofTm is not known, but the speed o
the interface is proportional toT02Tm . Consequently, the
melting temperature can be found as the value ofT0 at which
solid-melt interface becomes stationary~coexistence!.

In this way, we foundTm52220610 K for the V~111!
sample, which has the lowest surface packing density. T
value is close to the experimental value39 of Tm52183 K.
For the other surfaces, the value ofTm comes out slightly
higher, but within the uncertainty limits of the simulatio
The difference could be due to superheating effects on
solid-liquid interface just above the thermodynamical me
ing point Tm . The largest difference is found for the clos
packed V~011! surface, withTm'2240610 K. This depen-
dence of the thermodynamic melting point on the crystall
plane forming the surface was also observed in MD simu
tions of fcc metals.11,24,26–28

B. Surface thermal expansion and amplitude of atomic
vibration

The interlayer relaxation and surface thermal expans
was calculated using the difference between the averaz
coordinate of thei th andi 11th layers:

di ,i 115K 1

ni 11
(

j P i 11
zj2

1

ni
(
j P i

zj L , ~1!

wherezi is thez coordinate of the atomi, ni is the instanta-
neous number of atoms in the layeri, and the angular brack
ets denote a time average. The distances between the n
boring layers could be determined up to temperatures wh
surface premelting effects blur the distinction between in
vidual layers, although some structure remains visible in
local density profiles~see below!.

At low temperatures, the first layer exhibits an inwa
relaxation, i.e.,D1,2,0, where we define

D i ,i 115
di ,i 112dbulk

dbulk
, ~2!

wheredi ,i 11 is the distance in thez direction between thei
and i 11 surface layers, anddbulk is the distance betwee
two neighboring layers in the bulk. In Figs. 3 and 4,D i ,i 11 is
plotted versus temperature for two of the low-index faces

The effect of the different geometry of the various su
faces is reflected in the thermal expansion; i.e., a surf
with a lower atomic density expands more than a surf
which is close packed. As shown in Fig. 5, the thermal e
pansion of the V~111! surface layers is significantly large
than the thermal expansion of other surfaces and fixed la
3-2
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDY OF . . . . II. . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 174103 ~2003!
~bulk!. In Fig. 6 we plot thermal expansion of surface laye
@for the V~001! and V~011! slabs# and fixed layers on an
enlarged scale. The observed ‘‘anomalous’’ thermal exp
sion of these surface layers is a direct consequence of
hanced vibration at the surface, where atoms probe the m
anharmonic region of the interatomic potential. Anomalo
thermal expansion was first observed in experiments
Pb~110! by Frenken and vander Veen.14

Atomic vibration properties at the different faces of van
dium are important for illustrating the onset of anharmon
ity at high temperatures. We calculate the mean-square vi
tion amplitude ~MSVA!, ^ua

2& around the equilibrium
position in the first surface layer as

^ua
2&5

1

n1
(
i 51

n1

^@rW i ,a(t)2^rW i ,a(t)&#2&, ~3!

FIG. 3. Plot ofD i ,i 11 for the first ~squares!, second~triangles!,
and third~diamonds! surface layers as a function of temperature
the V~011! surface.

FIG. 4. Plot of D i ,i 11 for the first ~squares! and second~tri-
angles! surface layers as a function of temperature for the V~111!
surface.
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wherea5x,y,z denotes the spatial direction of motion,n1 is
the instantaneous number of atoms in the first surface la
and the angular brackets represent an average over time

In a harmonic system,̂ua
2& increases linearly with tem

perature, and therefore deviations from linearity are a m
sure of anharmonicity. The mean-square amplitudes of vib
tion shown in Fig. 7 for the V~111! surface demonstrate
substantial anharmonicity at elevated temperatures. Figu
also shows that there is a noticeable difference between
in-plane MSVA ^ux

2& and out-of-plane onêuz
2& ~we found

that ^ux
2&.^uy

2&). In-plane MSVA’s are larger than out-of
plane amplitudes also for V~001! and V~011! surfaces. One
reason for this anisotropy could be the different neare
neighbor distances along thex andz directions caused by the
inward relaxation of the surface layer, leading to a net res
ing force that is higher in the direction perpendicular to t
surface.

r
FIG. 5. Normalized interlayer distances between the first a

second layers,d1,2(T)/d1,2(T0), at T051000 K for the V~111!
~squares!, V~001! ~diamonds!, and V~011! ~triangles! surfaces and
the bulk ~crosses!. Note the anomalous thermal expansion of t
V~111! surface.

FIG. 6. Normalized interlayer distances between the first a
second layers,d1,2(T)/d1,2(T0), atT051000 K for the V~001! ~dia-
monds! and V~011! ~triangles! and the bulk~circles!. The solid lines
are drawn to guide the eye.
3-3
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V. SORKIN, E. POLTURAK, AND JOAN ADLER PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 174103 ~2003!
The in-plane components of the mean-square amplitu
of vibration for the various faces of vanadium are shown
Fig. 8. As may be seen from the figure the in-plane MSVA
largest for the V~111! and smallest for the V~011! surface.
Atoms which belong to the loose-packed surface V~111! are
less tightly bound than atoms of the close-packed V~011!
face and therefore vibrate with larger amplitudes.

C. Layer density profiles

In order to display the structure of the sample along thz
direction, perpendicular to the surface, it is convenient to
the densityr(z), defined so thatr(z)dz is the number of
atoms in a slice of thicknessdz at z. We representr(z) by a
continuous function defined according to Chenet al.:27,28

r~z!5K 1

A2pDz
(

i
expS 2

~z2zi !
2

2Dz D L , ~4!

FIG. 7. Mean-square amplitudes of vibration,^uz
2& ~solid

circles! and^ux
2& ~squares!, for the first layer of the V~111! surface

as a function of temperature. The solid lines are a fit to the dat

FIG. 8. The calculated in-plane components of mean-square
plitudes of vibration,^uy

2&, for the first surface layer of V~111!
~solid circles!, V~001! ~crosses!, and V~011! ~squares! as a function
of temperature. The solid lines are a fit to the data.
17410
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wherezi is the z coordinate of atomi, with z50 set at the
bottom of the first layer which is not fixed, and the angu
brackets indicate a time average. The width of each sl
Dz, is chosen as a trade-off between high contrast and
noise. A smallDz results in too few particles in each slice
which leads to large statistical errors~noise!. A large Dz
averages out the density variations~low contrast!. Our choice
of Dz50.1a0/2A3, although arbitrary, appears to satis
both requirements reasonably well.

For a system in equilibrium,r(z) can be obtained by an
average over many different configurations. Plots ofr(z) at
different temperatures are given in Fig. 9 for the V~111! slab,
in Fig. 10 for the V~011! slab, and in Fig. 11 for the V~001!
slab.

Premelting effects at the crystal surface can be exami
by monitoring the layer-by-layer modulation of the dens
profile of the system,r(z), at various temperatures up to th
melting point Tm . At low temperaturesr(z) consists of a

m-

FIG. 9. Density profile across the V~111! slab along thez direc-
tion at various temperatures.

FIG. 10. Density profile across the V~001! slab along thez di-
rection at various temperatures.
3-4
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDY OF . . . . II. . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 174103 ~2003!
series of well-resolved peaks. The atoms are packed in
layers with constant density in each layer and virtually
atoms in between these layers. As the temperature incre
the effective width of each layer becomes broader due to
enhanced atomic vibration. The position of the density pe
moves to larger values ofz due to the thermal expansion. A
higher temperatures the atomic vibration becomes so la
especially in the topmost layers, that the minima ofr(z) in
between two layers rise to nonzero values. In addition,
order sets in, with atomic migration taking place between
layers. Comparing Figs. 9 and 10, one can see that
V~111! surface crosses over to a state of premelting fi
then V~001!, while on the V~011! surface premelting effect
are very small.

Above some temperature@Tpm.1000 K for the V~111!
surface, Tpm.1800 K for the V~001! surface, Tpm

.2200 K for the V~011! surface# the density of the topmos
layer becomes slightly lower than that of the underlying la
ers. This loss of density is compensated by the appearan
an adlayer. The adlayer appears first on the least-packed
face V~111! and then at a higher temperature on the V~001!
surface. The close-packed face V~011! develops an adlayer a
temperatures very close toTm . This hierarchy indicates tha
the formation energy of structural defects~vacancy-adatom
pairs! is different on these surfaces. That hierarchy was a
observed in the investigation of the surface premelting of
metals @Al ~Refs. 30 and 40!, Ni ~Refs. 26–29!, and Cu
~Refs. 17 and 27!#, where it was found that an adlayer a
pears first on the least-packed~011! surface, then at highe
temperature on the~001! face, and finally on the close
packed~111! surface at a temperature close toTm . As the
temperature increases towardsTm the distinction between the
surface layers becomes blurred. These layers resemble
uid as far as the density, radial distribution function, diff
sion coefficients, etc. On the other hand, some crystal
order is still evident—for example, the anisotropy of the
properties. Hence, the term quasiliquid is used to desc
these layers.

FIG. 11. Density profile across the V~011! slab along thez di-
rection at various temperatures.
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D. Layer structure factors

The preceding section dealt with the onset of disor
along thez direction, perpendicular to the surface. In order
monitor the onset of in-plane disorder in each atomic laye
is useful to define a structure factor~order parameter! h l ,a
through a Fourier transform of the atomic density which
calculated separately for each layer:

h l ,a5K 1

nl
2U(j P l

exp~ igW arW j !U2L , ~5!

wherea5x,y andgW a52p/aaeWa is a set of reciprocal lattice
vectors.aa is the distance between nearest neighbors, annl
is the instantaneous number of atoms in the layerl. The sum
extends over particles in the layerl, and the angular bracket
denote averaging over time.

For an ordered crystalline surface the structure factor
unity at zero temperature. Enhanced vibration and forma
of point defects lead to a decrease of the structure factor w
increasing temperature. This is illustrated in Figs. 12 and
where the structure factor along thex direction is plotted
versus layer number for the V~111! and V~011! slabs, respec-
tively. It is seen that these effects are most pronounced in
surface region. Vacancies do not directly affect the order
rameter, since a normalization procedure is employed du
each measurement by using the instantaneous layer occ
tion nl of a layer. Nevertheless, vacancies have an indir
effect on the order parameter by introducing a localized
tice distortion.

As Figs. 12 and 13 show, for the V~111! slab we found a
continuous decrease of the in-plane order parameter. In
trast, the close-packed V~011! sample exhibits a relatively
abrupt decrease of the structure factor within less th
;20 K of the melting temperature.

FIG. 12. In-plane structure factorhx of the V~111! slab along
the x direction vs layer number at several temperatures:T5400 K
~circles!, T5860 K ~squares!, T51100 K ~diamonds!, T51500 K
~down triangles!, T51800 K ~up triangles!, T52100 K ~left tri-
angles!, T52200 K ~right triangles!, andT52230 K ~crosses!.
3-5
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E. Radial distribution function

The formation of a quasiliquid film can be analyzed
using a plane radial distribution function defined as

pl~r uu!5K 1

nl
(

i , j P l

d~r i j ,uu2r uu!

2pr uu
L , ~6!

where r i j ,uu is the component of therW i2rW j parallel to the
surface plane,nl is the instantaneous number of atoms
layer l, the sum extends over all particles in layerl, and the
angular brackets denote averaging over time.

The two-dimensional radial distribution functionp(r uu)
for several layers of the V~111! and V~011! slabs very close
to Tm is shown in Figs. 14 and 15. As seen from the figu

FIG. 13. In-plane structure factorhx of the V~011! slab calcu-
lated along thex direction vs layer number at several temperatur
T51000 K~circles!, T51200 K~squares!, T51500 K~diamonds!,
T51700 K ~down triangles!, T51900 K ~up triangles!, T
52100 K ~left triangles!, T52230 K ~right triangles!, and T
52250 K ~crosses!.

FIG. 14. Two-dimensional radial distribution functionp(r uu) of
the top surface layers of V~111! at temperatureT52230 K. The
layer n50 corresponds to the adlayer,n51 to the first layer,n
52 to the second one, etc.
17410
s

the intralayer structure in these layers changes gradu
from crystalline to liquid like as one approaches the surfa
Particularly noticeable is the disappearance of the crystal
features inp(r uu) that correspond to the second, third, a
other nearest neighbors. In addition to the heights of
peaks, the area under thep(r uu) curve changes, which reflect
the change in the density across the solid-liquid interface

The plane pair-correlation functions for the first layer
the V~001! at elevated temperatures are shown in Fig. 16
is clear that the crystalline structure vanishes gradually
the layer becomes quasiliquid as the melting pointTm is
approached.

We conclude from the analysis of the plane radial dis
bution functions and density profiles that surface premelt
begins first on the least-packed surface V~111!, while
changes only appear on the closed-packed V~011! surface at
temperatures which are very close to the melting point.

:
FIG. 15. Two-dimensional radial distribution functionp(r uu) of

the surface layers of V~011! at temperatureT52230 K. The layer
n50 corresponds to the adlayer,n51 to the first layer,n52 to the
second one, etc.

FIG. 16. Two-dimensional radial distribution functionp(r uu) of
the first layer of V~001! at various temperatures.
3-6
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F. Layer occupation and point defects

As seen in the density profiles~Figs. 9–11!, the formation
of an adlayer on the least-packed surface V~111! begins at
aroundT;800 K. At these temperatures, the appearance
an adlayer involves the generation of vacancies only in
first surface layer, while at higher temperaturesT
>1600 K) vacancies in the underlying layers~the second
and third layers! begin to appear via promotion of atoms
vacant sites in the first surface layer. Atom migration fro
the deeper layers into the surface layers increases sig
cantly as the temperature approachesTm . In contrast to the
V~111! sample, adlayer formation and generation of adato
vacancy pairs at the V~001! surface becomes observable on
aboveT;1400 K ~in practice, all adatoms come from th
first layer!.

The same effect—namely, the appearance of an adlay
different surfaces at successively higher temperatures—
observed in computer simulations of surface premelting
fcc metals,17,24,27,28,30where the lowest-density~110! surface
of fcc metals begins to disorder first, while the close-pack
~111! surface preserves its ordered crystalline structure
most up toTm .

Knowledge of the equilibrium-averaged number of ato
in the adlayer allows us to estimateEs , the formation energy
of a surface defect~adatom-vacancy pair!, according to the
relation

n/N~T50!5exp~2Es /kBT!, ~7!

wheren is the adlayer occupation number at a temperaturT
andN(T50) is the number of atoms in a layer at zero te
perature. Equation~7! holds as long as the surface structu
is preserved, and interactions between defects can be
glected. Hence, we used the adlayer occupation data
temperature region in which the concentration of adato
vacancy pairs is small. The natural logarithm of adlayer
cupation versus 1/kbT is shown in Fig. 17 for the V~111!,
V~001!, and V~011! surfaces, respectively. The calculat

FIG. 17. The natural logarithm of the equilibrium adatom co
centrationn as a function of 1/kbT on the V~001!, V~011!, and
V~111! faces~denoted by diamonds, triangles, and squares, res
tively.! The dashed lines are linear fits to the data.
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surface defect formation energies of the various low-ind
faces of vanadium are tabulated in Table I.

An alternative method of estimating values ofEs is to use
the contribution of defects to anharmonicity, as reflected
the temperature dependence of the mean-square vibra
amplitude^u2&. Because the lattice in the vicinity of a defe
is distorted, the value of̂u2& will be larger for atoms near a
defect. The layer averaged contribution to^u2& will therefore
be proportional to the number of defects,n, and hence to
exp(2Es/kBT). To extractEs , we have fitted our̂u2& data to
the form

^u2&5aT1b~T!exp~2Es /kBT!, ~8!

wherea is a constant andb(T) is a low-order polynomial in
T. We found that takingb(T) to be first order inT—namely,
b(T)5bT—was sufficient to obtain a good fit. Typical fit
were shown as solid lines in Figs. 7 and 8. Values ofEs
deduced from these fits for the various surfaces are give
Table I. There is good agreement between the values oEs
obtained by the two methods.

To summarize this subsection, the formation energy
surface defects is lowest at the V~111! surface and increase
at the V~001! and V~011! surfaces. This hierarchy is consis
tent with the results obtained for various faces of copper~fcc
lattice! by Häkkinen and Mannimen.24 In both cases, the sur
face defect formation energy is largest for the close-pac
surfaces@V~011! in case of a bcc lattice and Cu~111! in case

-

c-

TABLE I. Formation energyEs of adatom-vacancy pairs. Top
line, Eq.~7!; second line, Eq.~8!. The data for Cu is from Ref. 24
Units are in eV.

Surface ~111! ~001! ~011!

V ~bcc! ~eV! 0.660.2 0.6760.03 2.6860.2
V ~bcc! ~eV! 0.5360.05 0.7360.05 2.560.3
Cu ~fcc! ~eV! 1.92 0.86 0.39

FIG. 18. Diffusion coefficients in layers, vs temperature, for t

V~111! system along thex direction (@11̄0#). Squares correspond
to the adlayer,l 50, triangles to the first layer,l 51, diamonds to
the second layer,l 52, and crosses denote coefficients of diffusi
in layer l 53.
3-7
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V. SORKIN, E. POLTURAK, AND JOAN ADLER PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 174103 ~2003!
of a fcc lattice# and lowest for the least-packed surfac
V~111! and Cu~011!, respectively.

G. Diffusion coefficients

Mass transport at surfaces can be characterized using
self-diffusion coefficients. These coefficients are found fro
the particle trajectoriesrW i ,m(t) by calculating the averag
mean-square displacementRl ,m

2 :

Rl ,m
2 5K 1

nl
(
i P l

@rW i ,m~ t1t!2rW i ,m~t!#2L , ~9!

wherem5x,y,z is a coordinate index, the sum includes a
oms in the layerl, and the angular brackets denote averag
over time from the origin (t).

The diffusion coefficientsDl ,m are calculated separate
for each layer in thex, y, andz directions, according to the
Einstein relation

Dl ,m5 lim
t→`

Rl ,m
2

2t
. ~10!

Values of the diffusion coefficients versus layer number
shown in Fig. 18. As expected, the mobility of atoms
larger the closer one comes to the surface. At high eno
temperatures, where the surface layers become quasiliq
the diffusion coefficient is the same~within the error bars!
for all the atoms in the region of the surface. These obse
tions correlate with the structural variations in the surfa
region exhibited in the pair correlation functions, the stru
ture order parameters, and local density profiles.

The natural logarithm of the in-plane diffusion coef
cientsD uu5

1
2 (Dx1Dy) for the first surface layer of the vari

ous faces versus temperature is shown in Fig. 19. Within
accuracy, the diffusion can be characterized by a simple
ponential dependence throughout the whole tempera
range, D(T)}exp(2Ed /kBT), with diffusion activation en-
ergy Ed being independent of temperature. Values ofEd for

FIG. 19. Plot of natural logarithm of the in-plane diffusion c
efficient ln(Duu), for the various faces of vanadium as a function
inverse temperature. (D uu) is in units of Å2/ps.
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the various low-index faces are given in Table II. The diff
sion coefficient of the least packed V~111! face is the largest.
The diffusion coefficient of V~001! is smaller, but still larger
than the diffusion coefficient of the close packed V~011! sur-
face. In the temperature range where the surface regio
still solid like, diffusion takes place mainly by atoms e
changing places with vacancies. WritingEd as a sum of the
formation energyEs and migration energyEm , and using the
values ofEs from the preceding section, we can obtain va
ues ofEm for the various surfaces. These are listed in Ta
II. It is seen that the migration energy for the V~111! surface
is again the lowest, while for the other two surfacesEm is the
same within the error bars of our calculation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we extended simulations of thermodynam
melting of fcc metals to the bcc structure. This was done
order to compare whether the variety of premelting pheno
ena in these to structures is similar or not. To this end,
investigated premelting effects at the various surfaces of
nadium using molecular dynamics simulations. We de
mined the thermodynamic melting temperature of vanadi
described by the FS potential as 2220610 K ~V~111! sur-
face! and studied structural, transport~diffusion!, and ener-
getic properties~formation energy of surface defects!.

We found that the surface region of V~111! begins to dis-
order first, via the generation of vacancy-adatom pairs
the formation of an adlayer at temperatures above 1000 K
higher temperatures, the surface region becomes quasiliq
This process begins above 1600 K for the V~001! surface. At
the closest-packed V~011! surface, this effect is observe
only in close proximity ofTm .

The results of our simulations of surface premelting of t
bcc metal, vanadium, are similar to the results obtained
various fcc metals, in the sense that the onset of disorde
seen first at the surface with the lowest density.41
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TABLE II. Calculated diffusion activation energyEd and migra-
tion energyEm .

Surface V~111! V~001! V~011!

Ed ~eV! 0.9660.02 1.5660.03 3.2960.2
Em ~eV! 0.4360.07 0.8760.08 0.7960.5
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